
NST provides a tailored service that suits your unique needs. While every business
faces the potential threat of losing its IT infrastructure and valuable data, we
understand that each organisation is distinct. With our Business Continuity Planning
service, we craft a solution specifically designed for your present requirements and
future considerations. Our comprehensive services range from simple design to
seamless implementation and regular testing.

Whether you prefer implementation at a location of your choice or one of ours,
we’ve got you covered. In the unfortunate event of a major catastrophe, we can
even provide an alternative location for your business operations to ensure
continuity.

We will protect your business when disaster strikes 

DISASTER RECOVEY
FOR YOUR IT

Pose the crucial question to yourself: “Can my business endure the loss of any of its
IT systems and continue to operate?” 
If the answer is yes, it’s essential to determine the duration of this capability.
To do so, consider a variety of factors:
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Why have a disaster recovery plan?

Which data is essential for the operation of my business?
What is the acceptable duration for the data to be inaccessible?
How current does the data need to be?
What financial impact would a disaster have on my company?
Should the performance after a disaster be taken into consideration?
What kinds of disasters are possible or likely, and what is the anticipated
duration of their impact on my system?

Ultimately, having a disaster recovery plan is akin to having insurance, and the
necessary level of coverage correlates directly with the associated risks.



DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING

Perform a thorough business impact analysis, engaging all essential
stakeholders in the process.
Identify critical IT systems and Recovery Time Objectives (RTO) for each.
Formulate technical solutions through thoughtful design.
Implement and test solutions regularly

Business Benefits:

We firmly advocate adhering to best practices in all endeavours, with a
particular emphasis on the significance of ITIL. ITIL represents the optimal
approach in IT, endorsed by industry experts.

Below are the steps we will employ to assist you in securing comprehensive
insurance:
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Disaster Recovery Planning (DRP) involves the necessary actions to recover an
organisation’s fundamental systems in the event of a predefined incident
causing an outage. Business Continuity Planning (BCP) entails the examination
of threats to business continuity and the implementation of activities to sustain
essential business functions while the DRP procedures are in progress.

Safeguard your company through insurance
Swift restoration of business operations
Enhancement of business processes
Minimised disruptions
Competitive edge in the market
Predictable implementation costs

DRP & BCP – WHAT ARE THEY?


